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Figure 4: WUA estimated from Ìhe measured (solid lines) and
sìnìulated ldashed lines) hydraulic data for three species of fish in
lhe Ashley Rrver
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FISH HABITAT ANALYSIS

When water ls taken from a river to trrigate land for
grain or pasture or fruit, river levels and veloctties fall
and the habitat available for fish may change. Before
water ìs taken it would be very helpful to know just what
these changes will be and how they will affect the
river's fish life Staff of the MinÌstrìes of Works and
Developmenl and Agriculture and Fisheries have
recently been studying lhis problem.

Different species of fish, and the same species at
differenl life stages, prefer different habitats Adult
salmonids, for example, need locations for spawning
which have a gravel substrate and fast-moving water
Here the female can easily excavate a nest in material
whìch will permit well-oxygenated water to reach the
eggs. For feeding and resting, on the other hand, they
prefer deeper, slow-moving water, preferably wìth
some overhanging branches or submerged woody
debris to provrde concealment, and a riff le area
upstream to provide a source of food

Some of the factors that control the value of a water
cou rse as f ish habìtat are its depth, velocity,
temperature and qualily of ihe water, food supply
availability of cover, and the amount of competition
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between species and between f ish of the same
species lf water is taken from a river, for irrigation or
any other reason, certatnly the first two factors and
possibly olhers will be affected

Fisheries scientists are able to tell us what type of
habìtat f ish pref er by measuring the physical
characteristics of locatlons in a stream where fish are
presenl One method of locating f ish is electric f ishing
An eleclric current is applied to the water, slunning the
fish in an area of about 3m'? The f ish are caught in nets
and counled and the physical character of the area in

which lhey are f ound (depth, velocity, bed material, etc)
is measured (Figure 2) By counling the number of fish
of different species found in different sorts of habitat,
their habitat preferences can be eslrmated, and an
index of preference assigned to each sort of habitat

lf the extent of these preferred areas in a given stream
can be estimated at several flows, it should be possible
to assess the likely effect on fish habitat of a change in

flow Thìs must be combined with other informatìon,
such as food supply, water chemislry and sediment
load, to predict the response of the fish population to
changes in discharge
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Figure 1:Verticalaerial photographs of the AshLey River study reach at the highest (left) and lowest (right) flows



The most direct method of showing how fish habitats
change is to measure them at several flows. Then,
taking into accounl what we know of fish preferences
for different sorts of habitat, we can calculate the
proportion of the stream that provides usable habitat.
For example, a brown trout may arrive at a new site in a
river and, after castìng a critical eye over it, decide that
the depth of the water ìs pretty good, so we assìgn a
habitat preference index of 0.9 Similarly, the f ish might
consider the water velocity to be less good but still not
bad (0.85) and the bed material excellent (1.0). lf we
multiply these indices we get a value of 0 765 which
represents the net probability of use of this site ln other
words, if 10 trout inspect the site, 7 or B would probably
stay and use it Or, again, if the value referred to an
area of 10m'z, then 7 65m2 of it would probably be
used by all 10 trout. This figure of 7.65m'zis called the
weighted usable area or WUA. By calculating the WUA
for a range of f lows, we can learn how the quality of f ish
habitats change with changes in f low.
This method has several drawbacks. These include the
cost of repeated field visits, the difficulty of makìng
measurements over the required range of flows and the
possibility that a flood may modify the stream bed
before all the measurements have been made, One
alternative is to make field measurements at only one
flow and then to simulate the character of fish habitats
at other f lows usìng a computer model

Models, however, must simplify lhe real world to be
usable. Unfortunately, some flow conditions - eddies,
low discharges in riffle-pool sequences or in braided
channels - are difficult to simulate, especially if
channel width, depth, shape and flow velocity change

markedly over short distances or if the river character
changes dramatically with discharge.
It was therefore necessary to test the model before it
could be used routinely.
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A braided stretch of the Ashley River, north of
Christchurch (Figure 1) was chosen for the test
Extensive measurements of the reach were made at 5
flow levels. The data collected during the high flow of
14.3m3/s were Ihen used to predict the channel
conditions al the other 4 flows of 10.3, 3 31, 2.b3 and
1 55m3/s. The predictions thus made were compared
with the actual measurements.
To run the computer program, measurements were
needed of depth and velocity along a series of cross-
sections across the river, the water level at each cross-
section, and the distance of each cross-section from
the downstream end of the reach The effects of
f riction and other causes of energy loss were taken into
account and these were determined at lhe reference
f low of 14.3m3/s.

The program could then be used to estimate water
levels at other flows, if the desired discharge and the
water level at the downstream-most cross-section were
specified. The latter had to be esttmated in some way,
as it would not normally be known. ln this instance,
information about lhe way channel depth changes with
discharge obtained in an earlier study was used to
estimate downstream water level.

As well as estimating wateí level at each cross-section,
the program apportioned the flow across the cross-
section, so that velocities could also be estimated An

example of the simulated water depths and velocities
across a cross-seclion compared to actual
measurements is given in Figure 3.

The results on many of the 55 cross-sections that were
surveyed were as good as those in the figure, but for
some cross-seclions, particularly those located at
bends or on riffles, they were less so The critical
question is whether errors on some cross-sections
affect the estimate of available habitat for the whole
survey reach

The hydraulic information for the 5 flows - both
measured and simulated - was used to estimate the
usable habitat index WUA for the whole reach, for 9
species or life stages of fish in the Ashley River. The
results were extremely good, with the trend of WUA
with changing discharge being accurately simulated
(Fìgure 4).

For those species such as the blue-gilled bully which
prefer shallow, fast-flowing water, the simulated values
of WUA could be rather different from the measured
values, because errors in the simulatìons were most
serious for shallow depths, particularly at the lowest
f lows

Nevertheless, the simulations correctly show that, for
example, the oplimum discharge (that provides the
largest area of potential habitat) for blue-gilled bully is
about 1 5m3/s, and that there is a sudden decline in
habitat for long f inned eel below about 3m3/s

Because the simulation method was successful in the
braided study reach, it seems likely that ìt will be at
least as successful in sìngle-lhread channels These are
usually less complex than braìded channels and
conform more closely to the assumptions of hydraulic
modellìng.

Although this has yet to be tested, the method may be
substantially cheaper The amount of f ield work needed
may be as low as a quarter of that required for the
method which uses data collected at several f lows.
However, it may not be approprìate or most efficìent in
all conditions. ln particularly complex channels like the
Rakaia River or where there is a wide range of habitat
types, the number of cross-sections needed may be too
large. The channel may simply be too complex for
success to be assured. ln these cases, the multiple
flow method willbe preferred.

Whatever the circumstances, care must be taken to
locate cross-sections so that they represent the
channel at all flows to be simulated They should also
be close enough togelher to describe hydraulic
conditions at the lowest f low Selection of the
downstream cross-section is perhaps the most critical
consideration, because the success of the simulation
depends on there being an accurate estimate of the
downstream water level at each flow.
The method therefore requires practice and an
understanding of the principles of hydraulic modelling
to give reliable results With these results, and those
from biological and other studies, scientists will be able
to provide river managers with better predictions of
how a change in flow levels wìll affect a river's fish
population

Figure 2: Measuring the physical habitat character in the
Waimakariri Biver

Figure 3: Cross channel dislributions of depth (m) and velocity (m/s)
at a typical cross section at two discharges Simulated distributions
are the dashed lines and observed distributions are the solid lines
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Selection of cross-sections

Depicted here is parl of the study reach on the Ashley River showing the siles
chosen lor cross-seclions These were established alonq the channel al
aporoximalely one channel wìdth intervals Extra cross-sectìons were added where
f low was markedly non-unilorm. and fewer used where the channel was unif orm

At point B, lor example one branch channel dries up ìn low flows To ensure thatthe
river is monilored in all conditions the cross-sections were placed closer together
than on the straight reach imnredialely upstream
The space lletween cross-sections was also reduced at potnl A where a rìffle area
and a bend in the channel cause lhe f low to llecome less uniform

The selection of cross-sections in lhis study was made at a discharge ol about
10mr/s The likely form of the channel at I m3/s was visualised lo nlake sure that the
cross-sections would also relate lo the lower f ows
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Figure 4: WUA estimated from Ìhe measured (solid lines) and
sìnìulated ldashed lines) hydraulic data for three species of fish in
lhe Ashley Rrver
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FISH HABITAT ANALYSIS
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